
Guide book for artists
How to apply to Kaarisilta Biennale 2021

Kaarisilta Biennale Exhibition will be held in the 
summer 2021 for the fifth time. This time the 
event has an Environmental theme. 
Kaarisilta Biennale Goes Green Exhibition is on 
display at Ersta Manor and in it´s surroundings in 
Lahti and in Gallery Art Kaarisilta in Helsinki 
2.7.-1.8.2021. Outdoor part of the Exhibition will 
be open for the public till the end of September.



The theme of the exhibition invites artists to reflect on their own relation-
ship to nature and environment, both built and natural. Nature and envi-
ronment can serve as the subject of a work in many ways. The theme can 
be interpreted in many different ways. It can be colors, structures, rhythm, 
animals, plants, landscape. The work can also be a statement about the 
state of nature. You can also participate with the theme of something else 
that interests you. 

The city of Lahti has been chosen as the European Capital of Environment 
for year 2021. Kaarisilta Biennale is involved in the implementation of the 
Environment year. Therefore we want to invite especially European Artists 
to apply and to give our Exhibition wider view of the theme. We hope 
the theme inspires free thinking and new perspectives. All art forms are 
welcome. Especially this time we hope for artworks to be placed outside. 
Kaarisilta´s park areas and forest offer good opportunities for outdoor 
works.

Nature and Environment 
as a theme



How to apply
There is an open call for the Kaarisilta Biennale exhibition. The application period for the 
exhibition is 22.2. - 26.3.2021.

An artist or a team of artits can participate to the Biennale with the maximum of three 
works completed in the last five years. The size and medium of the artworks are free.

The registration form and it´s attachments must be submitted by post or by email to Kaari-
silta by March 26th 2021. The registration form must contain the name, size, technique and 
year of the artworks. Attach also A4-size good-quality images of the works proposed for the 
exhibition. The number of the work must be marked on images according to the numbering 
of the registration form (1-3), as well as the artists name and the name of the artwork. In 
the case of a environment art, installation, performance etc. you can write and draw more 
detailed description of the artwork and attach it to the application. You can also send us the 
link for video and audio works as well as performances. The registration form can be found 
on Kaarisilta’s website: 
https://www.kaarisilta.fi/kaarisilta-biennale/
or it can be ordered from Kaarisilta. The works in the exhibition are selected by a jury lead 
by Photographer, Artist Ilkka Halso. You will be informed of the results by the end of April 
2021. The artist takes care of the transportation of his works and any insurance. 

One to three artists will be awarded by honorable mentions and by the Kaarisilta Biennale 
Prize, which will enable an art exhibition to be held at the Art Kaarisilta Gallery in Helsinki.

Apply during 22.2. - 26.3.

Suggest max 3 Artworks.

Take good-quality 
photos of your art.

Send your application 
until 26th March.



Exhibition spaces 
The Summer 2021 Kaarisilta Biennale exhibition is on 
display in the Kaarisilta´s premises of Ersta Manor in Vil-
lähde, Lahti, and at the Gallery Art Kaarisilta in Helsinki. 
Gallery Art Kaarisilta is located in Sanomatalo in the heart 
of Helsinki city center. The Gallery is easily accessible and 
well connected. The Art Kaarisilta reaches a lot of visitors. 
The area of   Kaarisilta Art and Activity Center with its old 
buildings is a beautiful cultural and historical milieu, which 
consists of a park area and a natural forest. In this exhibi-
tion, we want to utilize the outdoor areas of Kaarisilta and 

Gallery Art Kaarisillta, Helsinki

Studio Studio



Gallery Art Kaarisillta, Helsinki

Studio

Manor house

place artworks outdoors. Kaarisilta Biennale 2021 exhibi-
tion spaces include a Manor house and the Studio building. 
Of the other outbuildings, the Manége building is also in 
exhibition use in the summer. The Manor house is a tradi-
tional old building with several smaller exhibition rooms. 
The atmosphere of the old building and the more homely 
exhibition space bring the art closer to the viewer. The 
Studio building has two large halls for exhibition use. The 
rooms of the premises are high and the large windows 
bring a lot of natural light into them. 

The Manége building has been used for horseback riding in the 
past. The building is now being put into exhibition use for the 
first time. The Manége is a large outdoor hall that has a roof.



The map of
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Pictures of the outdoor areas
1. 2.
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4.
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Outdoor works can be designed 
for the map area. From these 
photos you can have more 
exact idea of the milieu. There 
are many different spaces and 
opportunities to place works 

in the courtyard areas. The exhibition area has both a 
park-like built environment and a natural forest.



Kaarisilta Art and Activity Center

Villähteentie 458, 15540 Villähde, Finland

Additional information: 
biennale@kaarisilta.fi

tel. +358 44 533 6398
www.kaarisilta.fi
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How to apply:

Take photographs of your artworks 
or make a detailed description of 
your plan. 

1. 2.

Fill the application form.
You can apply with 3 artworks.

Send the application form and 
pictures to Kaarisilta via mail or email 
latest 26th March 2021.

3.


